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THOUGHT  FOR  THE  WEEK:   Stand Tall, Fight Hard from Bernard Gaynor: 
The last three weeks have been as busy as ever and the attacks on sanity grow daily. Gillian Triggs continues to 
pretend the Australian Human Rights Commission did the right thing in the QUT case, Bill Shorten is upset over 
Trump’s measures to restrict Islamic immigration, and the entire state of South Australia is shutting up shop thanks 
to the wonders of eco-friendly power.

The good news is that we finally have an admission from Australia’s Islamic leadership that Islam allows wife-
beating. However, all the feminists (including the Chief of Defence Force’s gender advisor) have failed to notice 
because they’re out rallying around Yassmin Abdel-Magied. She supports Sharia law and recently claimed that 
Islam is the most feminist religion. Ever. Below is a short update on some of that fight over the last three weeks.

Legal Update 
Three weeks ago I wrote to let you know that the New South Wales Court of Appeal had dismissed a number of 
complaints against me from serial litigant and anti-free speech activist, Garry Burns. Reflecting upon this win, the 
key point we must all understand is that twice now we have won court victories against anti-discrimination laws 
and policies that breach the constitution. This entire industry is contemptuous of the rule of law and it needs to be 
scrapped.

Supporters of bernardgaynor.com.au have done more than anyone else in this nation to oppose these anti-free 
speech laws. The petitions, the political commentary and the media coverage is all good, but it is not good enough. 
And it doesn’t come anywhere near close to what we have achieved: actual legal victory rolling back the abuse of 
anti-discrimination law. Thank you for this. And while there is still much work to do, the impact of our victory is 
already apparent.

Just this week, Garry Burns was back in the media with new complaints - this time against Larry Pickering. 
The legal win that we obtained will mean that Garry’s complaint will go nowhere (even if the New South Wales 
Anti-Discrimination Board will waste a great deal of taxpayers’ money ‘investigating’ it). It demonstrates how 
important it is for us to continue the fight against these anti-democratic and evil laws.

Even though we won, we now face a new battle. The Court of Appeal has indicated that it is not likely to award 
costs against Garry Burns or New South Wales. This is immensely frustrating as this matter has cost well over 
$100,000. I have been very busy working with my legal team over the past weeks to put forward our arguments on 
costs and to achieve a fair and just outcome.

Joint Parliamentary Inquiry on 18c 
On 10 February I appeared before the Joint Parliamentary Inquiry into 18c (thank you to those who came along 
to support as well!).  Some Labor members, particularly Graham Perrett, were extremely hostile to those who put 
forward evidence that this law is broken. In particular, I was disappointed to see how Mr Perrett treated the QUT 
students and their legal representative. This is part of my opening statement to the Inquiry:

“I now want to highlight two key elements of my matters: costs and the abuse of process. Firstly, costs: I have 
been forced to expend about $200,000 in my matters to obtain my rights under the Constitution. Further, I have 
still not paid all my bills—additional bills are on the way.  In all probability, the full cost of obtaining my legal 
rights will reach in excess of half a million dollars. This is simply unaffordable for most Australians. 
           (continued on next page) 
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(continued from previous page) 
As a result, they choose not to speak for fear of 
consequences or they enter into conciliation arrangement 
for payment because they cannot afford to defend 
themselves.

Free speech is further chilled because it is free to lodge 
complaints. There is no financial penalty for failed 
complaints. The conciliation process, as detailed to me 
by the Anti-Discrimination Board of New South Wales, is 
designed to favour complainants, and complainants get to 
keep any money at the end of the process.

This system encourages selected minorities to complain 
for financial gain.

Further, despite the fact that I have won in both these 
matters, I have not been able to obtain any costs. In 
the Defence matter, I was awarded 50 per cent of costs 
but, due to an appeal, I have not been able to obtain the 
benefit of that decision. Further, the New South Wales 
Court of Appeal has indicated that it is reluctant to award 
any costs at all.

All of this also leads to one conclusion: when it comes 
to antidiscrimination law, even when you win, you lose. 
The process is the punishment. This also means that the 
system encourages complaints from selected minorities 
to pursue political goals and to punish those who express 
lawful views that they disagree with.”

New Office 
I write this update to you from a new office. Thank you 
once again to those who have been generous with their 
assistance in this regard. If you wish to volunteer any 
time to assist with the work underway, please email me.

New Media 
The mainstream media might not be interested in the 
successes that we have achieved. But that does not 
matter. Mainstream media is falling away and new, 
independent broadcasters are capturing attention.

I was pleased to recently appear on a new web-based 
program, ‘Church and State with Dave Pellowe’ to 
discuss anti-discrimination law, political correctness 
in the Defence Force and even the future of politics in 
Australia with the emergence of Cory Bernardi and One 
Nation. 
If you want to support independent conservative media, 
then please support Dave. His latest episode discusses 
Safe Schools and can be found here: https://vimeo.
com/196973331

Queensland Abortion Bill 
On Wednesday, Queensland Parliament will debate a 
bill to allow abortion at any time and for any reason, 
including sex-selection abortion and abortions of healthy, 
viable children. If you live in Queensland please contact 
your local MP to let them know that you oppose such 
radical laws. More information can be found at www.
cherishlife.org.au.

I also continue to prepare to sue the New South Wales 
Anti-Discrimination Board for their conduct over the past 
three years.

Unfortunately, all these matters are expensive. I can’t 
fight them without backup. Once again I am running very 
low on ammunition. Please help by donating:

Family Values Action Account (used to cover legal fees): 
BSB: 084 134 
A/c: 39 446 4501

Gaynor Family Support A/c (used to fund my website 
and the Gaynor family) 
BSB: 084 134 
A/c: 84 082 9276

Cheque/Money Order: 
PO Box 766, Park Ridge, Qld 4125 
Thank you once again for your support, assistance, 
prayers and generosity.  
Bernard Gaynor,   Christ is our king!   ***

The debasement of our language, and especially of all 
those words with which we refer to that which is good 
and true in life, is one of the chief methods used in the 
corruption of our thoughts and of our society.

My dictionary defines ‘to discriminate’ as ‘to perceive 
differences, distinguish between’; and ‘discrimination’ 
as ‘Capacity for discriminating; ability to perceive subtle 
differences; perception’. 

So we see that in the vicious catch-phrase ‘no racial 
discrimination’, in so far as this refers to something 
which we are agreed is evil: the ignorant lumping 
together of people according to their skin-colour - the 
sense of the word has been completely inverted.

If races are to live together in harmony, what we need is 
‘more racial discrimination’, not less. 

‘Stupid and ignorant prejudice about race’ and ‘lack 
of racial discrimination’ are simply two phrases 
describing the same thing, so that to brainwash people, 
and especially the young, with the idea that ‘racial 
discrimination’ is a monstrous and wicked thing, is 
the most effective way possible to ensure a growing 
ignorance of each other, and hence lack of understanding 
between the races, leading to active hostility and 
ultimately that violence and anarchy which are the 
essential prerequisites for the establishment of the Police 
State.     (continued on next page) 
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(continued from previous page) 
Of course, many people nowadays use the word 
ignorantly, and would claim that they had no such 
intention, that they were merely using the word in what 
is nowadays its accepted meaning, and that its dictionary 
meaning is now out of date and incapable of being 
understood by the younger generation. 

But that, in itself, is further evidence of the damage 
already inflicted upon their minds and thought-processes, 
in so far as they have been deprived of one of the most 
essential tools of thought which is provided by the word 
‘discrimination’ used in its proper sense. How deep this 
goes, it is difficult to realise! 

Discrimination, the perception of differences, is an 
essential property of all forms of life, even the simplest, 
so that to attack it is to attack life itself. No organism can 
survive if it cannot discriminate between whole-some 
and poisonous food, or between harmless and dangerous 
other forms of life.

When it comes to human beings, the whole process of 
learning of becoming a person instead of a mere lump 
of protoplasm, is the process of acquiring the power of 
discrimination. 

A baby is born with scarcely any discrimination. The first 
person to be distinguished is usually its Mum; a good 
deal later, its Dad. But the recognising of these people 
involves also discriminating between them and other 
Mums and Dads; that is, discriminating in favour of ‘my 
Mum,’ and ‘my Dad’ as against other Mums and Dads. 

Without this act of discrimination the Family cannot 
exist; and to destroy it, is to destroy the Family.

Education, both in the sense of the natural process 
of learning from the environment, or in the more 
formal sense of schooling, is simply the process of 
acquiring more accurate, more penetrating, more subtle 
discrimination. Without discrimination there is no 
knowledge, and no sound judgement. 

We all must discriminate between the things we meet 
in our daily lives, but the ‘educated’ man or woman 
used to be expected to have more knowledge, and a 
better judgement,than the ‘uneducated’. This is now 
ceasing to be true, because education also is infected 
with the prevailing hatred of discrimination, and is thus 
destroying its own foundations. 

Biology, for instance, is quite literally based upon 
racial discrimination; but this essential grounding is 
being discarded inline with contemporary prejudice, as 
indeed is all study of merefacts (which always require 
discrimination). 

Biology is now being unified by placing the initial 
emphasis on the physico-chemical mechanisms which 

are common to all forms of life, since by the study of 
these men may hope to be able to control and manipulate 
the nature of other organisms, and even other men. Since 
this manipulation is being carried out with less and less 
discrimination, and without the respect and love towards 
which discrimination is the first step, it is likely to be 
increasingly disastrous. 

For love is not just a vague general feeling benevolence; 
it is founded upon a deep respect and understanding for 
the precise character of the beloved, and that, in turn, 
is founded upon the exercise of discrimination. So here 
again, the attack upon discrimination is an attack upon 
the very core of existence. 

Perhaps it may be thought that I am pinning too much 
upon the misuse of this one word. So it would be if it 
stood alone, but we know well that this is a small part 
of a general policy of the perversion of thought through 
language, and always in the same deadly direction.

The attack on the act of discrimination is but the latest 
form of that great assault upon Christendom which first 
declared itself in the French Revolution Liberté, égalité, 
fraternité , ou la mort - but mainly la mort - the death-ed). 

The American Revolution put it into our own 
language,and has made it respectable, to the point of 
being taken for granted without thought, through the 
noble and familiar phraseology of the Declaration of 
Independence: “We hold these truths to be self-evident, 
that all men are created equal... ” 

This assertion is the key fallacy of the Age. Splendidly 
as it rolls off the tongue and affects the emotions, it 
is wholly false. First, it denies creation and hence the 
Creator, since creation (even if we have been taught to 
call it evolution) is an act of differentiation, that is, of 
making things either unequal, or different, so that they 
cannot be assessed in terms of equality. 

In all the simpler matters in which men are capable 
of setting up a scale of values, we are all, thank God, 
unequal, so that in this sense the assertion of equality is 
blatantly false; but those who defend it do not usually 
deny this. What they assert is that the equality of men lies 
in those ultimate values of the personality which humbler 
people know to be beyond human estimation, but which 
they, the egalitarians, are capable of assessing, and 
judging, and pronouncing to be equal. 

And this, as applied to Race, is essentially the same 
appalling error as that of the racial supremacists, whom 
the egalitarians violently denounce, namely that of 
setting oneself up as the Ultimate Judge of Mankind, and 
pronouncing upon the value of men.  
Compared with this, what the judgement may be, 
whether that this man or this race is superior to that, or 
they are merely on a level, is of minor importance.   
   (continued on next page) 
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(continued from previous page)  
Once any human scale of values is applied, it is obvious 
that men and races are unequal, and since the members 
of every race have, as an essential part of their survival 
mechanism, a built-in preference in favour of the special 
excellences of their own race, whatever egalitarianism 
they may be persuaded to express with their tongues, in 
their hearts they will be convinced of the superiority of 
their own race over all other. If it ceases to be so the race 
ceases to exist; so that the struggle against egalitarianism 
becomes a struggle for survival; and this is the main 
cause of the racial struggles of today. 

For racial egalitarianism and racial supremacism are but 
the two ends of the same stick of racism; which consist 
in failing to discriminate and to understand the difference 
between races, and to realize that they do not lie all on 
a single scale of values. And, indeed, the same is true of 
egalitarianism as applied to class, or to any other human 
grouping. 

It is never sufficient for the poorer of ‘lower’ class to 
say to the richer or ‘upper’ class, “We are as good as 
you are!” It always ends up as “We are better than you 
are!” and even, “Our class alone has a right to exist,” and 
“Down with the bourgeoisie!” 

The poets have always realized that human equality 
only becomes true in death, as, for instance, in Shirley’s 
‘Death the Leveller’:

Sceptre and Crown Must tumble down,  
And in the dust be equal made 

With the poor crooked scythe and spade.

For egalitarianism is literally a doctrine of death, and so 
long as life stirs, it is denied. This is why rivers of blood 
and hatred have been poured out in the name of e-quality, 
which is the denial of the qualities of others. But 
salvation lies in discrimination, that is, in perceiving and 
conceding to all men their special qualities, and refusing 
to sit in ultimate judgement, which involves realizing that 
our understanding is limited. 

What, then, of equality before the Law? Is there not a 
profound truth in this phrase? Yes! but the important 
point here is that the ‘equality’ is, or should be, a 
property of the Law, not of those who are before it. This 
reveals that ‘equality’is the wrong word here, unless it is 
used in an esoteric sense.

The right word for what we want from the Law is 
‘equity’. ‘Equity’ and ‘equitable’ are active words, 
implying a just and fair treatment of other people; 
‘equality’ is a passive condition. 

If, therefore, we use the word ‘equality’ we invite 
misunderstanding by attributing it as a passive condition

to those who are subjected to the law rather than as an 
active mode of treatment, by those who administer the 
law, - a mode of treatment, moreover, which is necessary 
because of the inequality of men, and the limitations of 
men as judges of the true value of others. 

It is the same with ‘equality in the sight of God’. The 
‘equality’ is in the sight of God, and not at all in us 
whom He sees with absolute discrimination of all those 
differences which He created in us. God is the very last 
Person in whose sight we could be equal. 

You will search the Bible in vain for any suggestion of 
the universal equality of men. On the contrary, the only 
important use of the word ‘equal’ refers to the ways of 
God (Are not my ways equal? - Ez. 18, 29). 

But here the Word is used in an archaic sense more 
equivalent to ‘equitable’. It is but a trick of the language 
to slip from: ‘equality in the sight of God’ to ‘it is self-
evident that all men are created equal’, but in the process 
the ‘equality’ has been transferred from God to man, and 
has changed its meaning. Never has the inversion of a 
meaning had more tragic and far-reaching consequences.

This essay first appeared in the form of a letter in 
‘Housewives Today’ for August 1968.  ***


